Novel approach quantifies uncertainty in computationally efficient manner without need for any additional data point estimate determined using single long simulation uncertainty (error bars) determined using multiple short simulations Model output Advantages over established approach (Monte Carlo): recycle data used for point estimate; no additional data required use shorter samples; computationally efficient
Introduction

Demand & weather uncertainty in power system models
Recent studies indicate that the effect of demand & weather sampling uncertainty in power system models (PSMs) is significant and should not be ignored. Many such models take demand & weather time series data such as hourly demand levels, wind speeds or solar irradiances as inputs (Bazmi & Zahedi, 2011; Lopion et al., 2018; Ringkjøb et al., 2018) . Since such inputs can be viewed as samples from some underlying distribution, associated model outputs are subject to sampling uncertainty, the magnitude of which may be significant. For example, model outputs may differ highly depending on which year of time series data is used (Bloomfield et al., 2016; Staffell, 2017; Collins et al., 2018; Zeyringer et al., 2018; Bothwell & Hobbs, 2018) , with some outputs varying as much as 80% (Pfenninger, 2017; Hilbers et al., 2019) . One example of the resultant difficulties is the debate between Jacobson et al. (2015) and Clack et al. (2017) , partially revolving around the choice of demand & weather scenarios. This discussion shows that quantifying demand & weather uncertainty is important for robust decision-making using PSMs.
Uncertainty quantification in PSMs: established approaches
The power system modeling community employs a number of established techniques to quantify output uncertainty, as summarised by Kann & Weyant (2000) , Soroudi & Amraee (2013) and Yue et al. (2018) . Scenario analysis is convenient when considering factors that cannot reliably be described by probability distributions (e.g. future policy or the uptake speed of new technologies), while interval analysis performs well when input parameters lie between certain values and interact weakly. Monte Carlo methods estimate the probability distribution of outputs by running a PSM multiple times with parameter values sampled according to their respective (assumed) probability distributions. See e.g. (Pye et al., 2015; Alzbutas & Norvaisa, 2012; Fragkos et al., 2015; Bosetti et al., 2015; Hart & Jacobson, 2011) for applications to power systems.
The m out of n and the time series bootstrap
Since their introduction by Efron (1979) , bootstrap methods have become popular throughout statistics and its applications. In its most basic form, the procedure emulates some output's sampling distribution by its distribution under resampling from the available data. Its popularity is attributed to its simplicity and the fact that it "works" (referred to as its consistency) in a wide variety of settings (Chernick, 2007; Singh, 1981; Bickel & Freedman, 1981) . The m out of n bootstrap, which uses samples of a different length (usually shorter) when calculating the bootstrap distribution, may be used to reduce computational cost. Theoretical properties, including its consistency in settings where the traditional (n out of n) bootstrap is consistent, are discussed by Bickel et al. (1997) and Bickel & Sakov (2002) .
Bootstrap methods applied to time series require additional refinements when values are not independent and identically distributed (IID), as summarised by Davison & Hinkley (1997) . Two common approaches are the sampling of longer blocks of timesteps to preserve short-term dependence structures (the block bootstrap) or the detrending of long-term dependencies and subsequent resampling of residuals (the model-based bootstrap).
Only few previous studies have employed bootstrap methods in energy applications. Two examples are in creating probabilistic forecasts for electricity demand (Fan & Hyndman, 2012) and residential energy use (Chiou et al., 2011) .
This paper's contribution
This paper introduces a new approach to quantify demand & weather sampling uncertainty in PSMs (for example, how much does a model output vary if other, but equally realistic, demand & weather samples are considered?). As discussed in Section 1.1, this uncertainty can be significant. The methods in this paper allow a user to both quantify the uncertainty's magnitude and determine the required sample length to achieve certain confidence bounds. It hence allows a user to make robust choices without wasting computational resources.
Previous approaches to uncertainty analysis (Section 1.2) typically fail in this setting as highlighted by a simple example. Suppose a user wants uncertainty bounds on PSM outputs determined using five years of demand & weather data. Scenario or interval analysis fails due to the high dimensionality of the input data. Monte Carlo methods (running the model multiple times with different five-year demand & weather samples) are typically unfeasible due to the requirements on data (multiple five-year samples are not available) and/or computational resources (too expensive to run PSM multiple times with five-year samples). The above holds especially since accurately modeling variable renewable generation requires high temporal and spatial resolution (Poncelet et al., 2016) , precluding downsampling by taking each nth time step.
The methodology presented here resolves these issues via two innovations. Samples are obtained by judicious resampling from the available data, avoiding the need for any additional data. Computational cost is reduced by using shorter time series and adjusting results in a statistically robust way. As a whole, the methodology is an example of the m out of n bootstrap (Section 1.3). Each of the two innovations can be used individually if only one of data availability and computational expense is limited. To the best knowledge of the authors of this paper, there exists no previous approach to quantify demand & weather sampling uncertainty in PSMs without the aforementioned issues.
The models, data and sample code applying the methodology are provided opensource at github.com/ahilbers/2020_bootstrap_uncertainty_quantification. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology in full generality. Section 3 analyses its performance on three test-case PSMs. Section 4 discusses the results, their implications and possible extensions. A full description of the time series and employed models can be found in the appendix (Section 5).
Methodology
Overview
Suppose a user has demand & weather time series of length n F indexed by time steps T F . Due to computational limitations, it may be impossible to use the full time series in a PSM run, so the user employs some subset (possibly the full time series) TÔ ⊆ T F of length nÔ to determine outputÔ. Since all other model inputs are considered fixed, the PSM is viewed as a mapping from the time series toÔ: O = PSM(TÔ).
(1)
Uncertainty in the value ofÔ is induced from the demand & weather time series to calculate it. In particular, a different sample of demand & weather data, drawn from the same underlying distribution as TÔ is drawn from, would lead to a different but equally valid estimateÔ. This is referred to as demand & weather sampling uncertainty onÔ. In the rest of this paper, the word sampling is dropped and the term demand & weather uncertainty is used. A convenient quantification of the demand & weather uncertainty onÔ is provided by its sampling standard deviation σÔ. This isÔ's standard deviation across different demand & weather data samples of length nÔ drawn from the same underlying distribution. For example, in the case nÔ=5 years, such samples may be independent 5-year samples of demand & weather data data. In many settings, σÔ cannot be estimated by direct Monte Carlo analysis due to limitations in computational resources and data availability (Section 1.4). It may be estimated instead using the bootstrap uncertainty quantification (BUQ) algorithm.
Algorithm: Bootstrap uncertainty quantification (BUQ) 1. Construct K subsamples S 1 , . . . , S K ⊂ T F of time steps, each of length n S ≤ nÔ, using a sunitable bootstrapping procedure (discussed below). 2. For each sample, calculate output O k = PSM(S k ). 3. Calculate (unbiased) estimate of the variance σ 2 S across subsamples:
The methodology also determines the required sample length nÔ to attain uncertainty bounds. Given a required standard deviation σÔ, (3) may be rearranged to give
which gives (an estimate of) the minimum sample length required to ensure model outputÔ has standard deviation at most σÔ. The procedure in step 1 creates subsamples by bootstrapping coherent blocks of time steps while respecting seasonalities. An example is creating a 56-day sample using 2 randomly selected weeks from each of the 4 seasons. Sampling is done with replacement (so that the same week may appear twice). Precise details (e.g. the block length) may be tailored to the specific application as in Section 3.2.
Justification and a test for validity
The BUQ algorithm is an example of the m out of n time series bootstrap with n = nÔ, m = n S . From bootstrap theory (Section 1.3), σÔ is known to approximate σÔ well in many settings provided that n S and nÔ are large enough and the sampled blocks are long enough to capture the autocorrelation present in the time series. The n S nÔ scaling appears because the variance of a large class of statistical estimators (including the sample mean and medians, as well as arbitrary functions of them under weak conditions) have variances that are inversely proportional to sample size (Bickel et al., 1997; Van der Vaart, 2007) .
There are two important examples in which the BUQ algorithm is not expected to provide consistent estimates. Bootstrap consistency typically relies on the target output being continuous under weak convergence. For PSMs, this requirement usually fails in one of two situations. The first is when a PSM output depends on a sample minimum or maximum, as is the case when 100% of demand must be met. This can be alleviated by allowing unmet demand at high cost, which changes the dependence on the sample maximum to a high quantile, e.g. 99.5%. The second is when the PSM output is an integer variable with jumps that are too big to be approximated well by a continuous variable.
Given some PSM output, a simple test may be used to indicate whether the BUQ algorithms provides consistent standard deviation estimates. It works as follows: repeat steps 1-4 of the BUQ algorithm with an even shorter sample length n Q < n S . If the associated variance estimates satisfy σ 2 S ≈ n S n Q σ 2 Q , then the variance is decreasing baseload, peaking, wind (ES) Figure 1 : 6-bus model configuration. Demand must be met at buses 2, 5 and 6. Conventional generation (baseload or peaking) may be installed at buses 1, 3 and 6. Wind generation may be installed at buses 2, 5 and 6. Buses 2, 4, 5 and 6 use (demand or wind) time series data from Germany (DE), France (FR), the United Kingdom (UK) and Spain (ES) respectively.
by the required linear factor n Q n S . While not a rigorous proof, satisfaction of this test is a good indicator that the estimate of σÔ is also valid.
Simulation results
Overview
In this section the BUQ algorithm is applied to three test PSMs. Time series inputs are hourly demand levels and wind capacity factors in European countries over the 38-year period from 1980 to 2017. Model outputs consist of the minimum "build-from-scratch" power system cost as well as the associated carbon emissions, generation capacities and generation levels. The goal is to estimate each output's standard deviation using the BUQ algorithm introduced in Section 2. The models are not intended to be realistic representation of existing power systems but serve as test cases containing many features of real power grids.
The remainder of this section is structured as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the three test-case PSMs. Section 3.2 discusses the subsampling scheme used to make bootstrap samples in step 1 of the BUQ algorithm (Section 2.1). Section 3.3 provides evidence for the methodology's accuracy. Section 3.4 provides a case study of application of the BUQ algorithm in four settings.
Model 1: 1-region LP
The 1-region LP model is a simple linear programming (LP)-based generation expansion planning (GEP) model with a choice of three possible generation technologies: baseload, peaking and wind. Unmet demand (or, equivalently, load shedding) is allowed at high cost. The model takes two input time series: hourly demand levels and wind capacity factors for the United Kingdom. Section 5.1.1 describes the precise mathematical optimisation problem.
Model 2: 6-region LP
The 6-region LP is a more complicated multi-region generation & transmission expansion planning (GEP/TEP) problem. The same technologies (baseload, peaking and wind) as in the 1-region LP are permitted, and unmet demand/load shedding is allowed at high cost. The system's 6-region topology is based on the IEEE 6-bus system, see e.g. (Rau & Yih-Heui Wan, 1994; Roh et al., 2009; Chen & Wu, 2015; Baharvandi et al., 2018) . The available technologies at each bus are based on a renewables-ready version of the 6-bus system introduced by Kamalinia & Shahidehpour (2010) and Kamalinia et al. (2011) . Figure 1 provides a diagram of the model configuration. Full mathematical details of the model are provided in Section 5.1.2. The 6-region LP model returns a larger number of outputs than the 1-region LP since each output is at regional level (e.g. baseload in regions 1, 3 and 6) and transmission expansion is also considered. This induces nonuniqueness in the solution; for example, in the case of residual demand in region 2, the optimal solution has no preference in meeting this from extra generation and transmission from region 1 versus 3. This property can be removed by considering distinct technologies at each region. However, in the interest of simplicity, this investigation concentrates on model-wide outputs (e.g. total baseload capacity), which are unique given identical input data.
Model 3: 6-region MILP
The 6-region MILP model is identical to the 6-region LP model with added integer and ramping constraints. Baseload generation capacity may be installed in blocks of 3GW (roughly a large nuclear plant) and is subject to a ramp rate of 20%/hr. The optimisation problem is hence a mixed integer linear program (MILP) with ramping constraints. Mathematica deatils are provided in Section 5.1.3. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the computing time to solve each model's optimisation problem as a function of the input demand & weather time series length. For the 1-region LP model, solution times scale roughly linearly and 1-year simulations take 20-40 seconds. For the 6-region LP model, solution times are longer and scale up linearly at first but then accelerate in computational cost; a 5-year simulation (not shown) takes 1 hour, much longer than 5 times the 3-minute median for 1-year simulations. Furthermore, the range in solution times across runs using the same time series lengths is large. For the 6-region MILP model, the integer constraints cause an exponential scaling of solution times, which roughly double for every 72-day increase in sample length. Each of the above results are based on optimisation problems created in the open-source energy modeling framework Calliope (Pfenninger & Pickering, 2018) and solved using the gurobi solver on a 2.7GHz Intel Core i5-5257U processor with 8GB of RAM.
Computational cost and time series length
Subsampling schemes
This section describes how the K bootstrap samples (step 1, Section 2.1) are created. These subsampled time series should be realistic. For example, random sampling of time steps is not acceptable; a time step from a morning in June should not follow one from an evening in January. More generally, the subsampling should respect the spatial and temporal dependence structures present in the time series. Equal-time dependencies (e.g. correlations in the demand levels in different regions) are respected by sampling time steps as opposed to individual time series values; if the demand in region 1 at time t is sampled, then so are all other time series values at that time. In addition, four temporal dependence structures should be respected. The demand time series contains a daily, weekly and annual cycle, as well as a shortterm autocorrelation (a higher-than-average demand day is more likely to be followed by another, because of e.g. a multi-day weather event). For the wind time series, the same dependence structures exist apart from the weekly cycle.
Two subsampling schemes are proposed. For the 1-region LP and 6-region LP model, the computational cost for multi-year simulations is not prohibitive. For the 6-region MILP model, however, single-year simulations require around two hours and a two-year simulation is expected to require 32 times more. In this setting, multiple multi-year simulations are computationally unfeasible. For this reason, for the 1-region LP and 6-region LP models, a months block bootstrapping scheme is employed, while for the 6-region MILP model a weeks scheme is used. These schemes work as follows:
• Months: sample individual months, correctly distributed throughout the year.
For example, a 2-year sample is as follows:
where [Jan] is a contiguous January block from one of the 38 January months (from 1980 to 2017) and other blocks are defined similarly.
• Weeks: sample individual weeks, correctly distributed throughout the (meterological) seasons. For example, a 56-day sample is as follows:
where [7d] DJF is a contiguous week block from one of the meteorological winters (Dec-Jan-Feb) present in the 38-year time series and the other blocks are defined similarly for the other seasons.
Note that daily, weekly and seasonal cycles are preserved by design, and the shortterm autocorrelation is preserved provided the length of this dependence is shorter than the block length (1 month and 7 days respectively).
Verifying the methodology's consistency
In this section, the methodology's consistency is considered. Suppose a user seeks the standard deviation of model outputÔ obtained using a single-year simulation. This can be estimated in two ways. The first is across the 38 individual years of data, which provides a rough estimate for the standard deviation across "real" 1-year samples drawn from the underlying demand & weather distribution. The second is with the BUQ algorithm (Section 2.1) with some subsample length n S .
If the methodology is consistent, one expects that the BUQ estimate is close to that found using individual years. This indicates that the BUQ algorithm (which uses bootstrap samples) approximates the standard deviation across "real" samples drawn from the underlying distribution. Furthermore, the BUQ estimate should be independent of n S provided that n S is not too small. This indicates that the n S nÔ factor used in step 4 of the algorithm (Section 2.1) appropriately corrects for the change in sample length. Figure 3 shows the BUQ standard deviation estimates σÔ as a function of the sample size n S used to calculate them. For the 1-region LP and 6-region LP models, bootstrap samples are created using the months scheme for lengths n S =1, 2, 3 and 5 years. For the 6-region MILP, bootstrap samples are created using the weeks scheme for lengths n S =4, 8 and 12 weeks. The standard deviation across individual years is shown as a dashed line.
In Figure 3 , all estimates are close together as required, with a maximum error of around ±15% across all plots. Some error in the y-value of the dashed line is expected since it is calculated using just 38 samples, and this could explain the the error between the line and dots in Figure 3(c) . Hence, the behavior seen in this setting is consistent with the BUQ algorithm "working".
Estimating the standard deviation
This section illustrates a concrete application of the BUQ algorithm in four test cases. In each test case, a single long simulation provides a point estimateÔ for each model output. Estimates for the associated sampling standard deviation are generated from the BUQ algorithm (Section 2.1) with K=1000 bootstrap samples. Table 1 provides details of each test case, labelled (a)-(d). Test case (a) uses the 1-region LP model, for which computational cost is not prohibitive and all 38 years of available data are used to determineÔ, followed by bootstrap samples of the same length to estimate σÔ. This corresponds to a "traditional" block bootstrap without any change in sample length. Test case (b) uses the 6-region LP model, for which computational cost precludes a 38-year simulation. Here, bootstrap runs of length one year are used to estimate the standard deviation onÔ determined using the latest ten years of data. Test case (c) repeats this experiment, but with a point estimate based on just one year of data instead of ten. This is done to highlight more explicitly the relationship between sample length and standard deviation through comparison with (b). Test case (d) uses the 6-region MILP model. Since computational cost scales quickly with time series length for this model, four-week runs are used to estimate the standard deviation of outputs from a one-year simulation. Figures 4(a)-(d) show, for each of the four test cases, the point estimatesÔ with error bars of length 2σÔ above and below. For test case (a), the use of a long 38-year sample for the point estimate means that uncertainty levels are very small. This is to be expected, since the 38-year time series encompasses much of the demand & weather variability. In test case (b), 2σÔ is around 5% for installed capacities and generation levels but is much smaller for system cost and emissions. In test case (c), the use of a short sample for the point estimate leads to significant uncertainty levels. For example, a decision-maker could not say with any certainty whether it is optimal to build more baseload capacity than wind, since the error bars overlap considerably. The same is true for test case (d).
Comparing test cases (a)-(d) highlight some key messages. Firstly, a comparison between (b) and (c) is a clear illustration of the relationship between standard deviation and sample length. By equation (4), the standard deviation scales with inverse square root sample length, meaning the error bars in test case (c) are √ 10 ≈ 3 bigger than in (b). Furthermore, the test cases corroborate the results of previous studies (Section 1.1) that highlight the risk is using short demand & weather samples in power system modeling. For example, single-year simulations lead to large uncertainty bounds, meaning robust decision-making is difficult. Additionally, in all test cases, the uncertainty in optimal cost is small when compared to other outputs, a conclusion also found by Bothwell & Hobbs (2018) and discussed by Hilbers et al. (2019) . Finally, the point estimates in test cases (b), (c) and (d) are all very close. For (b) and (c), this is purely coincidence: the 2017 outputs happened to be close to the 10-year ones, but this is not true for other years. Test cases (c) and (d), on the other hand, are similar because the integer jumps and ramping constraints in the 6-region MILP model are weak enough that output are well approximated by the continuous analog.
Discussion
Context & contribution
As discussed in Section 1.1, the effect of demand & weather sampling uncertainty in power system modelling should not be ignored, and quantifying its magnitude is important for robust decision-making. However, established uncertainty analysis approaches as discussed in Section 1.2 typically fail in this setting due to limitations in data availability and computational resources. This paper introduces a new methodology to quantify such uncertainty that avoids these pitfalls by block bootstrapping shorter time series sampled from the data already available. Resultant uncertainty estimates provide an information advantage over point estimates by indicating whether a model output is a statistically robust or an artifact of the particular choice of demand & weather sample. Furthermore, the methodology provides a way to inform simulation lengths by picking, using equation (4), the shortest length that leads to a desired level of certainty. Though not discussed here, confidence intervals follow the same scaling. This allows an informed choice and avoids wasting computational resources: a simulation length may be picked as short as possible and any spare resources may be used to e.g. increase model detail.
Section 3.4 highlights the advantages of the introduced methodology. For test cases (a), (b) and (d), quantifying demand & weather sampling uncertainty by established approaches (Section 1.2) is impossible. For test case (a), this would require additional 38-year data samples, which are not available. For test case (b), both data availability (many ten-year samples required) and computational cost (many ten-year simulations) are prohibitive. For test case (d), the same problems occur. The fact that it is possible to use K=1000 bootstrap samples (leading to stable standard deviation estimates) highlights the efficiency of the BUQ algorithm in both data and computational resources.
The methodology can be expected to "work" (give accurate uncertainty estimates) for most PSM outputs. Two notable exceptions are when the model output depends on a sample maximum (e.g. required peaking capacity when 100% of demand must always be met) and when the output is a discontinuous variable with steps too large to be reasonably approximated by a continuous one. In the simulations run in this paper (Section 3), this is not a problem since unmet demand is allowed and the solutions to the 6-region MILP model were close to the associated continuous 6-region LP. When a user is unsure whether the proposed bootstrapping scheme will "work", a simple test -verifying that the standard deviation estimates across an even shorter sample length gives a similar estimate -gives a reasonable indication whether this is the case.
The results in this paper also provide another warning against the use of short demand & weather samples in PSMs (see Section 1.1). For the model considered, the Figure 4 : Estimates for valueÔ of model outputs, with error bars equal to 2 σÔ (2 standard deviations) above and below.Ô is the output of a single long simulation and σÔ is estimated using the proposed methodology with K=1000 bootstrap samples. See Table 1 Transmission capacity, region r to r (GW) gen i,r,t Generation, technology i, region r, time t (GWh) tr r,r ,t Transmission, region r to region r , time t (GWh) O ± 2σ region for optimal wind capacity extends roughly 40% in each direction. A selection of four randomly sampled weeks from seasons would lead to a range of 0% to more than 200%. For robust PSM outputs, long samples (spanning multiple years) should at least be considered, although more judicious subsampling approaches (as discussed in Section 4.2) may be used to reduce sample length while introducing less uncertainty than random subsampling.
Possible extensions
One possible extension to this investigation is to combine the proposed methodology to uncertainty analysis on other model inputs (e.g. technology costs). In Monte Carlo methods, uncertain inputs may be sampled simultaneously (e.g. one time series, one fuel price and one technology cost per simulation). However, consistent use of shorter time series combined with other sampled inputs may require additional modifications.
Other possible extensions include uncertainty quantification for subsampled data. Due to computational limitations, PSMs are frequently run on time series subsampled from a longer one, often by clustering into representative days (de Sisternes & Webster, 2013; Nahmmacher et al., 2016; Härtel et al., 2017; Kotzur et al., 2018; Tejada-Arango et al., 2018) or by importance subsampling (Hilbers et al., 2019) instead of, as in this paper, a contiguous and unweighted time series. Such methodologies can be straightforwardly combined with the BUQ algorithm, by using subsampled data to obtain the point estimate and shorter contiguous time series to construct uncertainty bounds.
A final extension is the analysis of the covariance of model outputs. In this investigation, each model output is considered independent and each standard deviation is calculated independently. In many settings, these will vary together.
Appendix
Mathematical formulation of test case power system models
The three test PSMs determine outputs by solving the following optimisation problems. 
(9) is the demand balance requirement (allowing unmet demand). (10)-(12) ensure generation does not exceed installed capacity (for conventional technologies) or installed capacity times the wind capacity factor (for wind).
6-region LP
Model 2 is identical to Model 3 without integer and ramping constraints. Hence, it solves (14)-(26) but without necessarily satisfying (23) tr r ,r,t = d r,t ∀ r, t
tr r,r ,t + tr r, r,t = 0 ∀ r, r , t 
cap gen i,r , cap tr r,r , gen i,r,t ≥ 0 ∀ i, r, t.
(16)-(17) stipulate the locations of generation technologies and the model's transmission topology. (18) and (19) are the demand and power flow balance requirements.
(20)-(22) ensure generation does not exceed installed capacity (for conventional technologies) or installed capacity times the wind capacity factor (for wind). (23) is the baseload ramping constraint. (24) enforces that baseload is built in 3GW units. (25) caps transmitted power at installed transmission capacity.
Generation & transmission technology characteristics
Peaking technology is based on a UK CCGT H class reactor described by (Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2016), with build cost £100/kW per year of plant lifetime, wholesale gas price of 2 pence per kWh, generation efficiency 55% and carbon emissions of 400 grams of CO 2 equivalent per KWh (Staffell, 2019) . Baseload and wind technologies are based on the eponymous technologies in (Hilbers et al., 2019) . Unmet demand is considered, for modeling purposes, a fourth technology with no installation cost but a generation cost of £6,000/MWh = £6m/GWh, used in some industrial applications as the value of lost load in the UK (Bucaj, 2018) . All transmission lines have an identical install price of £100m/GW per year of plant lifetime, except the diagonal line from bus/region 1 to 5 with a 50% higher cost. Transmission through installed lines is assumed free and without energy loss.
Time series inputs
The time series are country-aggregated hourly demand levels and wind capacity factors for different European countries over the period 1980-2017. Details can be found in (Bloomfield et al., 2019) .
Open-source models, data and code
The models, data and sample code applying the BUQ algorithm are provided as open-source software at github.com/ahilbers/2020_bootstrap_uncertainty_ quantification.
